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Abstract 
The evolving nature of system-of-systems requirements and corresponding architecture, and the complex causal relationship 
between the architecture of system-of-systems and its emergent behavior make the problem of system-of-systems architecture 
development a great challenge. As a tentative effort in meeting this special challenge, a new evolutionary computation paradigm–
named Cognition Evolutionary Computation(CEC) is proposed, which models the creative cognition process of divergent and 
convergent thinking, adaptation and innovation, that drives the co-evolution of problem space, knowledge space and solution 
space. The optimization algorithm for CEC uses causal probabilistic network as the knowledge representation mechanism. A 
theoretical framework for CEC based system-of-system architecture generation, evaluation and optimization is discussed. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The evolving nature of system-of-systems requirements and corresponding architecture, and the complex causal 
relationship between the architecture of system-of-systems and its emergent behavior make the problem of system-
of-systems architecture development a great challenge.Researchers have tackled this problem by computational 
intelligence technique, especially evolutionary computation[1,2,3]. General techniques used by system engineers have 
been integrated with computational intelligence methods to expand the ability of systems engineers and architects to 
effectively manage large, imprecise, and complex system-architecture development activities. System-of-systems 
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architecture is often represented as matrix structure, and evolutionary algorithms is applied to the evaluation and 
optimization of these matrix structures. Executable architecture is used for performance evaluation[4].
In this paper, we will explore an alternative computational intelligence technique for the development and 
optimization of system-of-systems architecture. Rather than use matrix representation of system-of-systems 
architecture, network structure representation of system-of-systems is used; rather than use executable architecture 
to evaluate the performance of the system-of-systems, behavioral simulation is used to acquire the knowledge to 
map the architecture to its effectiveness.Simulation based SoS architecture optimization is both a computation-
intensive and knowledge-intensive problem, with high modeling complexity, computation complexity and cognitive 
complexity.  Computational intelligence, especially evolutionary computation provides a general framework for 
solving complex, hard optimization problems. But when traditional evolutionary algorithm is used to tackle the 
computation-intensive and knowledge-intensive problem, two main problems emerge: the first problem is that due 
to the large population size, evolutionary algorithm that is based on natural selection mechanism will soon find the 
simulation based optimization process too time-consuming;and the second problem is that traditional evolutionary 
algorithm is good at handling matrix structures, but not so good at handling network structures. We need a new 
optimization method that is good at handling the network structure representation of system-of-systems architecture 
and behavioral simulation based fitness evaluation. 
In this paper, we present a new evolutionary computation paradigm- Cognition Evolutionary 
Computation(abbreviated as CEC)ˈand give its fundamental principles, assumptions, architecture and algorithm. A 
theoretical framework for CEC based system-of-system architecture optimization is discussed. 
2. Literature Survey 
Karl Popper has proposed a three-world model of knowledge: world 1 the physical world of knowledge, world 2 
the mental world, and world 3 the expressed or stated world of knowledge where artifacts are chosen by humankind 
to represent knowledge.  
Evolutionary Computing  paradigm gets its inspiration from the evolution process in World 1. Genetic algorithm 
is based on imitation of the biological evolution process, while some other computational algorithms such as 
simulated annealing  are based on the imitation of physical evolution process. 
Memetic Computing is another computational intelligence paradigm which get its inspiration from the cultural 
evolution process in World 3[5]. Some other evolutionary computation algotithms such as knowledge evolutionary 
algorithm[6] and cultural algorithm[7] also fall into this category. 
Cognitive Computing is a study of theories about world 2. Creative Computation is an emerging research 
direction of cognitive compuating. There are two schools in creative computation, the first school is natural 
psychological school with Boden[8] and Wiggins[9] as their representatives; the second is the AI school with 
Simonton[10] as their representative. Wiggins’s CSF theory tried to unified the two schools and made some progress, 
but the computability of CSF still is a problem.
3.  Cognition Evolutionary Computation(CEC) 
3.1 Fundamental Principles of CEC 
Cognition Evolutionary Computation imitates the world 2 creative cognition process of human problem 
formulation and solution to satify the need of complex systems optimization, through the parallel interactive 
evolution of problem, knowledge and solution space.  
In CEC,it is asserted that trajectory of evolution process for the objective world forms state space, while the 
trajectory of evolution process for the subjective world forms the cognition space and relevant cognitive products of 
problem, solution and knowledge space. When  the difference between the current and desired state of objective 
world is perceived, the motivation mechanism will trigger the problem solving process. In problem solving process, 
the memory mechanism will interact with knowledge space, and through the creative thinking process, knowledge 
will be reorganized and mapped to a feasible solution, and the solution will be implemented to change the objective 
world stateˈthen causal knowledge of the solution and changed world state will be learned to be used for 
subsequent thinking process, thus formulate the parallel evolution of problem, knowledge, and solution process. 
3.2 Fundamental Assumptions in CEC 
(1) Problem hierarchical decomposability:The problem can be decomposed hierarchically. 
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(2) Computational complexity:The problem solving process is computationally complex for the causal 
knowledge can only be acquired through simulation process. 
(3) Networked nature and identifiability of knowledge for problem solving:The causal knowledge between the 
solution and problem is non-linear and can be represented by network structure, which is learnable and recognizable. 
Figure 1 Cognition Evoluationary Computation basic principle 
Figure 2 Cognition Evolutionary Computation Architecture
3.3 Fundamental Concepts in CEC 
(1) Problem˖The difference between the current state and desired state of system-of-interest. The goal of 
problem solution is to minimize the difference. 
(2) Solution˖The agents used to trigger the system state transition from current state to desired state. Solution is 
represented as 1 2( , ,..., )ls e e e ˈ s S ,where ie  is the sub-solution˄drive the system state transition from current 
state partially to desired state˅ˈS is the solution space. 
(3) Objective˖the desired state of system for the problem solver. Sub-objective is represented 
as , ,st ID v I  !ˈ st: ,where ID  is the identity of sub-objective, v R  is the value of sub-objectiveˈ
{0}RI    is the degree of achievement for sub-objective,:  is the sub-objective space. 
(4) Knowledge chain˖the knowledge chain is  a chain of sub-objective nodes.It is represented 
as {( , , ) | , , Re}i j ij i j ijKF st st r st st r :  ,where Re is the influence relationships set between sub-objectives. 
3.4 CEC Architecture 
CEC Architecture(abbreviated as CECA) can be represented as˖CECA = <L, V, M, T>,Where L is learning 
moduleˈV is value modelˈM is memory module,T is thinking module˄including divergent thinking module D 
and convergent thinking module C˅. Figure 2 illustrate the structure of CECA.
Now let’s go to the specific modules of CECA. 
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(1) Learning Module 
Learning module is used to generate knowledge from data source which is perceived from environment after 
solution is implemented. Learning module is represented as :learn DS KF ˈwhere DS  is data sourceˈKF  is
the knowledge chain. 
(2) Memory Module 
Memory module is used to organize and manage the knowledge learned from the previous module. Memory 
module is represented as ,M LTM STM  !ˈwhere LTM is long term memory, STM is short term memory. 
LTM KF  ! , { | 1, 2,..., }i KFKF kf i N  ikf  is the knowledge chainˈ ,
i ii kf kf
kf D t  !ˈ
ikf
D R  is the degree of 
objective achievementˈ
ikf
t Z   is the duration  time that knowledge chain exists in LTM. STMSTM C  !ˈwhere 
STMC  is the capacity of STM, which control the degree of divergence in divergent thinking. 
(3) Value Module 
Value module is used to judge the value of solution or sub-solution.Value module is represented as V = 
<Objective ValueˈSub-objective Value, Expected Input, Additional Input>, where:Objective Value ( )aV T is used to 
measure the degree of knowledge chain a  satisfying requirementˈ ( ) ( )aV T est T . sub-objective value 
( , ) ( ) ( | )a i a a iSV T ST V T V T st   where ( | )a iV T st  represent the objective value of a when sub-objective ist  isn't 
achieved.Potential Value ( )( , )
( )
a
a i
a i
dV T
PV T st
dV st
  is used to measure the influence degree of sub-objective achievement 
to total-objective achievement.Expected Input ( | )( )
( , )
e a i
a i
a i
v V T st
EI st
PV T st
  , where ev R
  is the expected objective 
achievement degreeˈ ( | )a iV T st  is the objective value achieved when sub-objective ist  is achieved.Additional 
Input ( ) ( ) ( )a i a i a iAI st EI st V st    is used to measure the distance between the expected input and the actual input. 
(4) Divergent Thinking Module 
Divergent thinking module is used to produce knowledge net from the existing repository of knowledge chains 
by exploring the memory space.Divergent thinking module is represented as :divergent LTM KAT , where LTM
is long term memory, and KAT is the knowledge net. , , , , STMKAT o M C S C  ! , where o is the objective node in the 
problem solving space, M is the set of nodes consisting of the sub-objectives relevant to the problem, C is the set of 
directional edges linking the nodes, S is the relationship parameters for the nodes, STMC is the capacity for STM,
constraining the maximum path number of KAT, where a path is a possible “way” to solve a  problem, and can be 
regarded as an alternative in problem resolution 
1 2( , ,..., )mpath v v v ˈwhere iv M o  .Knowledge net KAT can be 
manipulated by the following operators: maximum value path operator, minimum value path operator, maximum 
potential value objective operator, minimum additional input objective operator, substitution operator. 
(5) Convergent Thinking Module 
Convergent thinking module is used to generate a new solution by applying adaptation and innovation  operators 
to the feasible sets which are generated from knowledge net.Convergent thinking module is represented as 
:convergent KAT S  which includes focus operator focus  and transformation operator AI.
Focus operator focus  is represented as ( ),i confocus f a n  ! , where conn  is the dimension of convergence set , 
and ( ) : [0,1]if a A  is the focus function which maps a path to its corresponding probability value to be selected, 
ia A , so ( ) ( )ii af a V T .
Transformation operator AI is used to improve the objective value of each path in convergence set. AI  is 
separated into adaptation operator adapt and innovation operator innovate .Operator adapt  works by local gradual 
improvement to the system, while operator innovate is aimed at fundamental change to the system. The problem 
solver will use both operators, but different problem solver can have different style of problem solving. We use two 
parameters of D  and E  to indicate the problem solver’s inclination to either choose the adaptation operator or 
innovation operator. AI is be represented as 
eAI(path,creative_style, , , )v D E ˈwhere path  is the result of focus 
operator, and creative_style {0,1} is static when creative_style=0  and dynamic when creative_style=1ˈ
ev R
 is
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the expected value of objectiveˈ [0,1]D  is the parameter indicating the probability of choosing the adaptation 
operator in an iteration of problem solving cyclesˈ 1E D  is the probability of choosing the innovation 
operator.Adaptation operator is represented as ,adapt ST G <4 , where ST  is the sub-objective to be improved, G
is the goal to be achieved 
min_( , )path aiG AI T st ˈ<  is the environment for the operator, <  is the influence 
relationship between the sub-objectives exclusive of ST  in the focused path, 4  is the resource constraint.Innovation 
operator innovate  can be represented as innovate( ): ˈwhere :  is the sub-objective space which bounds the 
sphere of association. Both Adaptation operator and innovation operator are comprised of two basic steps:in the first 
step a node in a focused path will be located to be the operated object according to specific value measure, then in 
the second step the value of the operated object will be improved either by adapting with lower level optimization or 
substituting  the node randomly with other node. 
Figure 3 gives the illustration of  adaptation operator and innovation operator.
Figure 3  Adapt and Innovate Operator 
3.5 The algorithm of CEC 
The following feusdo code describes the algorithm of CEC. 
Cognition Evolutionary Algorithm 
Input˖Problem p
Output˖The solution s
Algorithm˖
(1) Initialize parameters ˖ memory extraction capacity 
LTMC , short term memory capacity 
STMC ,creative style _creative style , creative style parameterD ǃconvergence set dimension conn ǃ
maximum iteration number _iteration num , if _ 1creative style  ˈ then initialize expected 
objective value ev ;
(2)  Determine the coding method of solution and sub-objective space:˗
(3) Generate initial solution set initS  by experts designation or by random generationˈ and 
let (0) initS S ˈ 0t  ˗
(4) If _t iteration num ˈthen execute each solution in ( )S t to generate conn  number of data samples 
_ ( )i idata set execute s , otherwise jump to (8); 
(5) Activate learning module to generate knowledge chains ( _ )i ikf learn data set  for each data set 
in conn  data samplesˈand store knowledge chain into LTM;
(6) Activate the divergent thinking module to take as input the knowledge chains in ( )LTM t  and 
produce knowledge net ( ) ( ( ))KAT t divergent LTM t ;
(7) Activate the convergent thinking module by sequentially execute the focus operator and 
transformation operator to process all the paths in the knowledge net ( )KAT t , the transformation
operator will first throws a random number, if the random number is greater than D then activate 
the adaptation operator, otherwise activate the innovation operator; the module will produce a new 
solution ( 1) ( ( ))S t convergent KAT t  ;then let 1t t  ˈand jump to (4)˗
 (8) Return the optimal solution s in ( )S t .
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4. CEC based System-of-system Architecture Development 
Since CEC algorithm use the knowledge chain and net as  knowledge representation mechanism, adaptation and 
innovation as the value improvement mechanism, it is a good method for  SoS architecture development. 
Figure 4  CEC based SoS Architecture Development 
CEC based SoS architecture development process is a spiral process of SoS architecture generation, SoS 
behavioral simulation, SoS value evaluation, CEC process of knowledge learning, divergent and convergent 
thinking and new SoS architecture generation. This process will iterate many times as long as time permits. 
The core part of this process is the knowledge learning, where the knowledge between the SoS architecture and 
its relevant value is learned through the data mining of SoS behavioral simulation results. The knowledge learned 
will be represented as causal probabilistic network, so we can handle the stochastic nature of relationship between 
SoS architecture and its value. The graphical model of causal probabilistic network is used as the knowledge net 
representation.The abductive reasoning mechanism of causal probabilistic network can be used as the adaptation 
operator  CEC convergent thinking module. 
5. Conclusion 
A new evolutionary computation paradigm–named Cognition Evolutionary Computation(CEC) is proposed in 
this paper, which imitate the world 2 evolution process, and models the creative cognition mechanism of divergent 
and convergent thinking, adaptation and innovation, that drives the co-evolution of problem space, knowledge space 
and solution space.. A theoretical framework for CEC based system-of-system architecture generation, evaluation 
and optimization is briefly discussed where causal probabilistic network is used as the knowledge representation 
mechanism in CEC. 
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